
 

Croc’s Bull into Earnings Sees Strong Trends Continuing 

Ticker/Price: CROX ($80.50) 

Analysis: 

Croc's (CROX) with 1,650 June $80 calls being bought today from $11.20 to $11.40 and also seeing 1200 of the $100 
calls bought for $4.40 to open, notable positioning in a retailer that has shown relative strength since last year’s March 

low. CROX has seen little other notable open interest. Shares are just below recent highs and re-testing the early 
February breakout today at $77.50 with a continuation higher targeting $83. The $5.33B company trades 22.8X 

earnings, 4.3X sales, and 43X cash with 21% revenue growth in FY21. CROX is guiding to almost $4/share in earnings 
power in FY22, up from $2.50 this year as well. CROX took a very proactive approach to their business at the start of the 
pandemic reducing inventories, investing in more digital channels, and engaging more with e-tail partners like Amazon 

and Zappos. The result put them in a much stronger position throughout the year and both Black Friday and Cyber 
Monday were solid continuations of the trend with better ASP and conversion despite lower overall traffic. CROX was at 
the Keybanc Softlines conference in December and laid out some priorities for 2021 including expanding their sandals 

lineup, more personalization, and product enhancements like their LiteRide clog and molded Pacer shoes.  Analysts 
have an average target for shares of $82 with a Street High $91 at MCH. Piper with an interesting note on 1/29 

highlighting their Jibbitz business which is charms for their shoes that allows people to make their Crocs more personal 
and customizable. The firm thinks the Jibbitz business alone is worth $16/share as it becomes about 10% of the mix in 
2023 and they continue to test higher prices and new customizing stations in store which will drive basket gains and 
increase in-store time. Short interest is 3.4% and near the lowest level in six years. Hedge fund ownership fell 22%.  

Hawk Vision: 

 

Hawk’s Perspective: CROX is one of the more resilient retail brands out there and they pivoted really well into the 
new environment last year with a lot of interesting angles for 2021, one to target on dips  

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 
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